Abstract. Spin-projected Hartree-Fock calculations using general spin orbitals are performed on some S, P, D and F states of Li, and on the ground states of its isoelectronic ions with Z = 4-10. The energy -7,447596au is obtained for Li 2'S, compared to -7.447565 au with the spin-optimized SCF method and -7,432727 au with the ordinary restricted Hartree-Fock method. Full configuration-interaction results for the same basis sets are also reported.
Introduction
The projected Hartree-Fock (PHF) method was suggested by Lowdin (1955) as an extension of the ordinary Hartree-Fock method. In this method, the total wavefunction is written as a projected determinant where 0 is a symmetry projection operator and the spin orbitals { I ) , ( . ) } in the general case are of the form The wavefunction (1) contains for a three-electron system as a special case (Lune11 1968 (Lune11 , 1972 the so-called spin-optimized SCF (SOSCF) or best orbital (Kothni 1958) wavefunction, which for a three-electron doublet state has the form Here O1 and O2 are two linearly independent doublet spin functions, for example: t Present address : Division of Theoretical Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, Aarhus University, DK-8000 Arhus C, Denmark.
The wavefunction (3) is obtained from (1) by choosing the restricted form for the general spin orbitals (GSO) (2) .
Spin-projected Hartree-Fock calculations using GSO of the form (2) have been reported before for some members of the He isoelectronic series (Lunell 1970) . In this paper, the method (PGSO) is applied to different states of the Li atom, as well as some of its isoelectronic ions, which have several mathematical and physical features which are not present in the two-electron systems previously investigated. The projection operator Q has the form 3' -k(k + 1)
with S = M s = 3 for the doublet states considered.
of the systems using the same basis sets are also reported.
For comparison purposes, full configuration-interaction (FCI) calculations for some
Method of calculation
The spin orbitals (2) were determined according to a method described elsewhere (Lunell 1970 section IIB, 1973 . As input for the iterations, the SOSCF functions were used, written in the form (1). These functions have been published previously for Li 2's. Li 2'P and B2+ 2' s (Ladner and Goddard 1969, Kaldor and Harris 1969) and were calculated for the other states. The same basis sets were used for both the PGSO and SOSCF calculations, in order to eliminate basis-dependent differences from the comparisons. In the cases where only SOSCF energies, and not wavefunctions, have been published, basis sets were found which reproduced the published energies.
Results
The energies obtained for Li and some isoelectronic ions are shown in table 1, together with the ordinary (restricted) Hartree-Fock (RHF) energies and the SOSCF energies. From this table one can see that the PGSO energy for Li 2's is -7.447596 au, which is only 3 x au lower than the SOSCF energy -7.447565 au (Ladner and Goddard 1969, Kaldor and Harris 1969) . This can be compared to the two-electron case (Lunell 1970) , where for Li' an energy difference of au is obtained hetween the wavefunctions (8) @L'T(x,. x2) = c Q 2~, ( Y , )~2 ( Y z ) ( X , a 2 -P1%)2-l t 2 and e Kaldor and Harris (1969) . Scherr et al(1962) . Ladner and Goddard (1969) .
(the tilde indicates that the orbitals are optimized for the positive ion). Previous experience has shown that the energy decrease resulting from an improved description of the core is virtually independent of the presence or absence of a valence orbital. One therefore expects the wavefunction
( 1 1) to have an energy which is approximately l o p 3 au lower than the function
The energy of the latter is very close to the SOSCF energy of the atom (Lunell 1968) . The reason that a corresponding energy lowering is not obtained in the PGSO calculation for Li is that (10) cannot be written in the form (1) with Gs given by (6). There is thus an analogy with the difference between the spin-extended Hartree-Fock (SEHF) or GF function and the SOSCF function, where the use of the simple projection operator (6) gives a much smaller energy improvement than a more flexible spin-coupling procedure (Lunell 1968 , Hameed et al 1969 , Kaldor and Harris 1969 , Ladner and Goddard 1969 .
To provide material for a fuller comparison of the different types of wavefunctions, the Fermi contact term ( f ) and orbital hyperfine-structure parameter (al) were also calculated. With the definitions used by Schaefer et al(1968) 
these are
The results obtained in the present calculations are given in tables 2 and 4 and a comparison with some other methods is given in table 4.
Two types of FCI calculations were performed. The first, which is here denoted as CI 1, uses only s and p + functions for the 'Po states and correspondingly for the other symmetries (cf table 2). In this way only configurations of the type ss'p+, occur after symmetry-projection of each determinant. The PGSO and SOSCF wavefunctions contain only configurations of this type. The second, c12, adds the po and p-components to the basis set, allowing also configurations such as popbp+ ,, and then only an Lz projection is applied. Since this is an FCI, the solution of the secular equation should find the remaining L2 symmetry. A third type of CI, C I~, was also performed, where in addition an L 2 projection was applied to c12. This reduces the number of configurations since some are annihilated and others become identical. As an example, the number of configurations for basis b in table 2 was reduced from 330 to 205. The c12 and c13 calculations produced identical energies and HFS expectation values within the numerical accuracy of the calculations.
Discussion
In table 3, we present the natural spin-orbital occupation numbers obtained from the first-order reduced density matrix for the SOSCF, PGSO and FCI wavefunctions computed in the same basis set. The PGSO and SOSCF values are quite similar, but the former are nearer the FCI values. The differences follow the general trend that a decrease in large occupation numbers and an increase in small ones is the normal behaviour as the correlation in a wavefunction is increased. It can be noted that, neglecting the valence orbital, the occupation numbers for the PGSO function for Li' are much closer to the accurate (FCI) occupation numbers for Li than either the SOSCF e x the PGSO ones for the neutral Lunell (1970) . Lunell (1973) . Kaldor and Harris (1969) , Ladner and Goddard (1969) This paper This paper Kusch and Taub (1949 ) Goodings (1961 ) Lunell (1973 This paper This paper Lyons and Das (1970) atom. This illustrates the fact that the PGSO wavefunction for the ion gives a better description of the radial correlation in the core than the PGSO function for the atom, as discussed in 4 3.
Comparing the energies in tables 1 and 2, we find that for Li 2'S, SOSCF obtains 93.6 % of the correlation energy, and PGSO 93.8 %, where the correlation energy is here understood as the difference between the FCI (CI I ) and RHF energies within this basis set. These are radial correlation energies, since the basis set contains only s functions. For Li 2'P, the figures are 91.8 % and 92.4 %, respectively, and these are also radial correlation energies. The total correlation energy for this basis set obtained from an FCI calculation with angular correlation included (~1 2 ) consists of 6443 % radial correlation and 35.2 % angular correlation.
Turning to the Fermi contact term, which is given in tables 2 and 4, one can note that for both the 22S and 22P states the SOSCF values agree somewhat better with experiment than either the PGSO or the FCI results, which on the other hand are relatively close to each other. One can thus see that a full CI calculation within a certain basis, even though it necessarily must yield a better energy than other methods that are defined within the same basis set such as RHF, SOSCF or PGSO, not necessarily gives better results for expectation values, such as the Fermi contact term. Whether the good agreement between the SOSCF results and experiment should be considered as caused by a fortuitous cancellation of errors or as a more deep-rooted optimal property of the method can only be decided after a closer analysis.
For the orbital term, which is not so sensitive to the details of the wavefunction, one obtains an improvement for the 2'P state between the different methods which essentially follows the improvement in energy. One should note that the improvement in a, which is obtained with general spin orbitals is quite noticeable, which is also the case for the energy of the 2'P state, where the improvement is more than three times larger than in the 2's state. This is reflected also in the eigenvalue spectrum for the natural spin orbitals, which is much more altered for the 2'P state than the 2's state (cf table 3).
Conclusions
In the applications considered in this paper the spin-optimized SCF method and the PHF method with general spin orbitals give rather similar results for both energy and HFS constants, in both cases considerably better than the ordinary restricted HartreeFock method, or a straight PHF calculation with pure spin orbitals. Judging from the rather limited numerical experience available, the computational complexity of the two methods also seems rather similar. There is, however, one feature which is likely to cause serious trouble if the methods are to be used for larger systems. This is the occurrence of non-orthogonal orbitals or orbital components, which makes the construction of determinantal matrix elements much more time-consuming than with orthogonal orbitals. These difficulties increase severely as the number of electrons, N, increases, because matrix element evaluation requires the determination of overlap matrix cofactors, which at best can be done with the N 3 Cholesky decomposition (Wilkinson 1965) . Since this non-orthogonality is fundamental to the methods, it seems rather difficult to circumvent whatever type of computational method is used for the determination of the wavefunctions. The biggest system which so far has been treated with the SOSCF system is the nitrogen atom, with seven electrons (Kaldor 1970) .
It should also be mentioned that the convergence of the iterative method described in 0 2 was very slow in the PGSO case, typically of the order au per iteration, except in the first few iterations, and was not improved by any of the extrapolation methods that were tried. The present calculations may not, however, be representative in this respect, since the same iterative method has been used successfully in other connections (see eg Mayer 1974) .
